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Best epic dragons in dragon city

T-Post Count: 38 Reputation: 6 Included: What are the best epic dragons on the surface for the new arena? I have too many dragons installed which are not legendary or brave. Thanks for the help the very post counted: 10786 Reputation: 6518 Included in: Location: New Jersey, USA It would be good to know. I don't
know the answer but I intend to use the people I have currently installed, who were pre-applied to the limits on food here, which are among those that are not legendary, pure or valuable in their elements. I'm not sure how good they are but I'm not wasting on food to try any other level, although in the future some of them
are probably powerful: Donk 30 AlR2 o Zgimena 39 Kikalao 35 Satan 30 Greenfield 35 Master 35 Sufia Storm 35 Space Sunset Alliance 35 Wrestler zCancer 35 Zcancer 35 Zcancer 35 Zcancer 35 Zwargo 40 Zcancer Zreram 31 35 I have added, I want to add more? oh yes.... And woman. ;) Search before posting. How to
contact customer service t post count: 38 Reputation: 6 Included: Post Count: 205 Reputation: 55 Included: If you should be fed to empower any epics. Atomic, Sky King and Firewall are my three best. You can also have a cingle, The Gauntlet or The Desamyk that is powerful as well. The phela fax is another epic with
four elements most of you can be empowered. Post Count: 10786 Reputation: 6518 Joined: Location: New Jersey, USA is not worried to empower any other than I have done for the mini collection so far but they are not fighting with them. Fortunately I have a lot from the early days which are high-level or higher classified
so I have been better this season because I did in the last two. So I'm hoping to finish it with at least one or two high ratings, I'm just fighting with people who are not + , I'm not worried about winning because I want to be in the bottom to get those 100 jewels. I'm not a fighter, I need to add? oh yes.... And woman. ;)
Search before posting. How to contact customer service posts 5 • Views available under 1401 community content is CC-to-SA unless otherwise described. Karat. Att. How many elements that make a significant attack on the dragon and the karat. Def. How many elements do the cartacall damage on this dragon. Cat is

the category of dragons. Entertainment Reality No. 1: High-fim Dragon is very low damage that the Djore Dragon (a once-very-low-5) damages the overall damage. Joke Reality No. 2: Was the dragon boss out to save a dragon. This posablifan is a combination of significant damage to many elements as the reality
number: the most damaging case in the gourdy vamper dragon game. Titan Missing: Legendary/Legendary Titan Dragon. Entertainment Reality: Pure Titan Dragon, based on its loss, will be in 2nd place in the brave ranking. Missing The Double: Double Dark Dragon, Double Light Dragon, Double Air Dragon, Double War
Dragon and Double Dragon. Entertainment reality: The Maleksh Dragon has double war elements. Included include the Amprovos Diamond Dragon (Mithawk Dajon) included the meithoned wimper dragon (The Mithawk Dragon) includes the sinner vamper dragon (it is incomplete). The Tyr'an Dragon (Mithaak Dajun)
includes a Loss of The Mighthawk Wimpere Dragon for Pidev (K) has been added because I have been informed that the damage in the deetlist page is incorrect. Add and update the Chong Dragon as high and update to the vamper of wrath (The Mithawk Dragon). Includes with light Titan Dragon (Mithawk Dragon).
Drakr Titan Dragon (Mithawk Dragon) included. Golden Light Dragon (Mithawk Dragon) included. High-tech dragon (brave dragon) included. The trench dragon is not a mithawk though it is a sign. (7050, 6, 2). Added the wimper of The Glotoni (The Mithawk Dragon). Wind Titan Dragon (Titan Dragon) included. Added the
swaying dragon (brave dragon). Page 2 53 comments below is an excerpt from the game files it also displays a status of breadable dragon that is legendary all over the brais. When updating game files, this page automatically updates 3 methods that will work for action-legendary dragons, first of all (most common)
strategy is a pure dragon breed with a war dragon. It is a 40% process that knows both a pure and war-type moves. Because the race rate is too high, it is finished to repataly and recall the duplycated Kratus Dragon using the tree of life. Try the next option and have many legendary dragons that have to breed one of the
elements of the legendary. This process can be done in a 2-net dragon together, and has been assessed to have a 1% success rate. It may take a long time, and the only way to get the Legacy Dragon is what is required for the pertacaller quest later in the game. The other way is to upgrade your behaviour, which
unlocks the possibilities of new processes but only when it processes itself. Here are a large number of legendary dragons available from the post-holy stages of all reports processing the homepage here is a list of very strong dragons. Depending on how much actual attack skills are damaged they can refer you to this
list or get a dragon from the event to collect you. We arrange all the losses of each skill by the tremenable for a dragon and the descending for everyone. Perhaps the result will be replaced by Dragon City if they update the loss of dragon information or expertise. Click here to refer to all the Dragon list or the latest Dragon
Any Dragon 1 legendary Dragon really low chance, which is why I empower The Kratus and the Process Holy Legandres, I also empower the Dragon of The Kits on the PVV fields. (I'm going to purify.) Attention! The Matissatrai Dragon is just as good as the legendary, you can get it in the ancient world level 27 (you can
breed legendary on 38). When you have the first two dragons in the ancient world you have the breed of demand: beauty and You'll get the most chances of the Matisstry, it's not severely hit by a terrible dragon and another dragon, I've got my 3 gold stars, and level 15 is more than 10,000 HP. I think the legendary
Dragon is the weakest dragon of all of them though I won against a legendary Dragon on level 10 in Don, t is a legendary dragon in a fight and my elements defeated Dragon 2 along with the other dragon and my elements beat the most legendary dragon of dragon work. It is best with more health than pure dragons and
when people say when pure weakness is also its strength when doing the legandais. The legendary Dragon also has the most attack power of 2300 base state when you use the legendary Magic Treinable in the Treng Center when your legendary dragon level is reached 15 or above 2 pure dragons just beat all the
dragons in Dragon City which has one and only one element pure dragon. Actually it can't be hit important to all dragons but with its main attack of fireball it can be shown important hit to water and ice elements. The 20 level sits second most xp. It can greatly important water and ice elements with 11000+ damage. The
biggest thing is that you can keep the pure dragon in the first place on the Dragon Attack list and beat all the other 3 Dragons with a shot for each Dragon with the same level. We should not do anything instead of just attacking the ball of fire because it can get out of water and ice. So the best thing is to keep the
strongest dragon pure dragon in the first position. It's been pure sea. Sea Element Crits dragon (3) more than any other individual element in the game remaining either The Crat 2 varieties, 1, or any. Not only that, while the sea element had cleft other elements, it is also powerful hype and far more aggressive than the
edge that it is only a weak attack on factor 1 while all the rest (being legendary) ... At least 2 elements are weak against, how easy the right? But wait, there is! 3 elements that allow the sea dragon to look at two of the karat. War and Fire. what!?! Are you making fun of me fhiding? Not only do dragons with the sea
because their defensive element has already achieved the offensive, but they get against 2 of the top3 most used varieties? Yes. When you want to head out into battle by the outside and use a dragon which gives you the best chances of winning, take a level relevant, pure sea trained with you, not more frequently with
you, you will ever beat all 3 of your opponents dragon without... More pure dragon is not only a very strong fight dragon but this great out of the fight world! It produces tons of gold, and it is a great process device, for example: As someone mentioned, pure sea dragon is the strongest, how do you get it? Pure dragon, or
pure flame pure dragon etc. Check out one of the top players team, pure dragon is their main weapon! Great epics and kratus dragons for action (most likely Battle for the legendary Kratus Dragon and net 44.44% with a chance) 3 Elements dragon has a fully trained level 30, 3 Gold Star Elements Dragon and it's been
my favorite dragon since I started playing the game. It's got a good range of attacks to deal with any kind of dragon. It's only dosh when strong metal dragon against it hit against metal its weak and not important on any metal dragon. This is why you need a strong metal dragon in your 3 drags to beat any metal drag that
wipes out your elements dragon. It's also weak against war attacks but! Water attack will anoint any battle dragon out in a hit! My element was not hit by the Dragon one of the main attacks it died in 2 major hit unlike most Dragons. All in all this should be in your top 3 drags. Why is this no. 2? Let's take the pure example,
it may not be a kakrakalalad at all, but this Dragon 65 Dragon, usually thinks around the war and type of metal, the attacks of this dragon are fine, but also very much more than being a very good attack. One of the most basic elements of the game is the element. In fact, this dragon is really bad. There are especially 4
elements in war and elements with pure elements in 4 it itself. This 10% Dragon City level has been voted by 5s which has barely even reached nature dragons, because this dragon is given free at the beginning of the game if you have connected to Facebook. This dragon is really bad. Which means the best dragon
which does not know which is good for ten percent of Noobs, when you get access to the level and better to get the bad 4 element dragon or even pure dragon shares for any attack. Is anyone using the actual data? Cannot be pure Kratacallalad, it can excuse the poor. There are four elements there, Legandaris doesn't
care if your elements beat a myth in their entire game Gosh so my storm is dragon but I don't label it as the best dragon, use the figures, it's a three basic element that can be kratacallad, high fanrere four element brave sine in which pure and war and simple pure dragons are included There are no important ones in
defense, but all these amazing four-factor Dragons and Legandares are being hit by this basic one. Poor. Only poor. Just pure. My strong health, level and wisdom are gonna damage. I have a level 15 and I use it for everything. My favorite is out of all. But I feel it strange that he keeps stones on electric, snow, etc. but
he's just the tairra, fire and sea. I mean I know that those elements are dragons but still. Somehow, definitely my favorite (yet) 4 Apocalypse Dragon can make this dragon almost anything karat. If you add a supersonic to the team, you will get full protection. Add a malayanium or some other four element of your choice
and you have a great team. I suggest not having two dragons with the same first element (e.g. athah &amp; prometatoyum) the same In case of weaknesses. With the concession of the taira and flame, it can kill every other element (with the exception of pure and legendary of course) and it can train strong black and
light attacks, as well as present ingest ingestion of other strong flame and ice attacks. Apocalypse Dragon is my favorite. But I'm notifying you, Apocalypse, Malayanium, Bottom and Miraj can take down 8 elements, supersonic and 7 can, and can only take the prometatomy 5, which is upsetting. The level stands 25 my
Apocalypse Dragon can beat anything that comes in front of it (the word advice goes to it at its level and training center at most) level 25 is 21k with a chance of HP over it (when attack tower is doing the turn its HP is 24k). 5 Supersonic Dragon I'm sure 90% you didn't even hear about it, but its really best (except for the
legendary Dragon) here's why it's so effective: it's a 4-factor dragon. The elements are nature, metal, tera, and lightning. When all his attacks are upgraded, he is very high. All their basic losses are in addition to the 1350 nature attack which I believe in 1200. But anyway, they can do much more against every dragon! An
enemy dragon is the following basic element, so how can you combat it... Terra: Metal Atakaflami: Electric Ataxia: No electricity but lightning can attack Nature: Terra Atakelectric: Non-Eice: Metal Atadecital: Electric Atak Kadaark: Visit to The Tairra/Nature (but preferably since The Tairra has been related to his training
attack high dmg_Light: Nattoreur: Nunisa Yes, you can totally destroy the opponent! (Yes, pure and legendary as well, but... More: Super Sound (Sonakathi Heg- Haag), Apocalypse and Chinamala. I'm trying. As much as 4 elements dragon to get, after the appearance of the super-sonic dragon, they have been my
favorite. My super sound level is 20 silver 3 and ha15, 000+ HP and this attack (not significant) is 7000-7500. Imagine when it's 14000-15000 when it's completely them and 3 gold. My favorite super sound dragon is because it's a four-factor dragon, it's my best, and it's the heg-haag sound. PS Sound Heg and Zio
Odatorey are the characters of my favorite video game. Just make sure that all better attacks have been upgraded (big difference). I got only a week ago, and it's 28 level 2 bronze-and already blasts level 40. Imagine on level 40 with 3 gold stars. I got into a draw and I can't be happy. With all the attacks on level 30, it
tops 30,000 hit points, being able to take a lot a hit. Also, it has four types of attacks, so I can use anything against it mostlly. 6 is one in the top patron dragon and it just smashes, don't lose a battle with it. At the same time a dragon is dead now when it is a league war and it forced me to use a dragon compared to my
superior mentor. Typing it means it is strong Nature, metal and light. This pure type also means that if the fight says, an electric or nature or something, it can use a pure attack to deal with a high-damaging, insignificant attack. He has no weaknesses because of his pure typing. It's perfect. The High Garden Dragon
Dragon should be the best dragon on the city. It can't be hit at all but yet the main hit can be flames, metal, nature, war, and light. Any of its trained attacks is a fundamental loss below 1200. It can make pure light (base loss 1500), snow air (base loss 1200), electroball (base loss 1200), and black-hoal (base loss 1350). I
have three gold stars and it has a level of 25. It can damage 15k+. I had a Level 20 elements dragon with 3 gold stars and I was fighting a high patron Dragon Level 15. The top mentor had 5000 more health than me and 2000 more assaults had more damage than me. Break my entire team in all 3 attempts. Strong but
not too strong. Course High Sky Dragon &gt; Pure, The Strongest of The Lisson, The Tirera, and Light. There are no brave dragons with only precious and basic attack, but precious. My status is 30 and 55,000 health, 20,000 assaults. Almost 2 times stronger than any dragon other than brave (maybe) 7 double is a
double-tairra dragon on level 8 in The Tairra, I think, and although it's not at a very high level, Ben (his name) is extremely useful and can do many damage. I love Ben, ' cause he's so cute yet powerful! Double-tera dragon is the best I think because I only have level 9 and it's even the ones you're up against a doverty
Tiera dragon so don't know what against you. It's a tarera! I'm on level 96 in Dragon City and I have a double-tiera dragon on level 9 and that's a lot of dragon dabur scook! That name is happy the way double-tidra dargonsby go! For Double-Tarera it is only one element of it is inimision for the fight. I can easily defeat it
with a metal or combat attack my high tension dragon or my pure metal 8-fire dragon I think the best fire dragons are! I have one and with him I win almost every fight or war. Oh and don't share that beucof opinion just as this cool fire dragon post are the worst of all is completely wrong. My cool fire dragon is in level 12.
The Download Fire Dragon Dragon is the worst dragon in town because it has fuel and potential and even its body color is the worst and none. The best Dragons are football dragons and legendary dragons I totally agree with the person that he was so good that the person must be really smart. And whoever says they
are the worst good I hate to break it but you are the worst too. I think it should be on top because it can beat any dragon even if it is 4 element dragon or old world dragon or any legendary or pure dragon etc... I use many ancient, legendary, pure and all epic dragons I'm saying this after... 9 Air Dragon is almost as
legendary. As well as a 35-level 3 Gold Star The attacks have improved and it has never ended the war on 1. Boriaals 3 Gold is the net loss on other convantis (just to spell the legend), plus the sword of Deus is the most powerful. I have the wind dragon but I just use it because it reminds me of my first game, Pokemon
Silver. Lol never misses it so I put him in battle and gets out of 3 opponents because he's not hit severely (unless it's against another wind dragon.) 10 football dragon is sure to be the most powerful and well-train football player in the football dragon. Good that I've never seen a football player! Well he's a dragon! He's the
best dragon because he looks like i think the longest living dragon in Dragon City! He said that #1 dragon that he is mostly introvesctomy and not atakabali with a lot of options like... I have not already done a football dragon but I know google it so much about the football dragon. If you read this thanks for reading and
sick, look at you next time! Although I will sit that football dragons are powerful enough for their level, they are common dragons with common attacks and general war statistics. They are good but they are nothing compared to the Legacy Dragon. I love football dragons so my brother is because he is wearing a
Barcelona shirt and my brother is a football fan. My brothers made me the best football dragon and I thought the alien dragon was the best but I was so: 3. Scout me but I don't care. So if you read it like God . Thanks for reading! First of all I liked in dragon. He's just a level 14 (a mark away from 15) but he's still my
favorite. I still have the lol of it by the 11 th stake in a dragon colony of dragons by my best dragon by far. The only weakness is ice and water, but it can easily destroy the most dragons. I have a Dune dragon whose name is and that is the strongest dragon. (Dragon is a bit too bad) so not so bad but definitely does not
deserve this place on the list &gt; I think he is good because he is very powerful with his attacks 12 Da'ayanbao Dragon It looks strong too beautiful in my opinion it is very powerful and if you have to feed him at 30 levels it will be in great use. Yes... The Da'aanbavo Dragon is one of the strongdragons in the game. It
could beat a brave dragon. I have this dragon too but I need to level the Da'ainbavo dragon on the surface 15. Well now I have ludo on it and it helped me win many battles when I have a noob 13 Blue Dragon is one of the three elements, this dragon becomes one of the most difficult battle of dragons in the city to defeat
but it can only be killed by the abyss, the apocalypse, and the pure dragon. I have blue dragon in level 20 and it's never smaller, 30 level dragon has less health than mine! The best dragon makes it enemies of cindors with flame, sea and metal attacks He hates blue and I beat him in 14 Hellgate Dragons so easily, my
hell-door level is 33 and he's the best dragon... Their best Element... It can take almost every dragon with (imagine a single attack with 11,000 damage!) ... He should be the first! Now it's a hidden treasure! This is my favorite dragon of all. It has four elements, a lot of hit points and it's a really that look! 11,000 damage?
LOL my brave sword dragon level is 18 but is damaged to reach 15,000 and is the most epic of it. Very strange! This is the perfect Dragon What because it's the greatest dragon that I've ever seen that before 15 I can create this dragon very good and amazing Cosmo Dragon fantastic 16 zombie dragon I think zombie
dragon is a cool looking dragon and that zombie dragon deserves more respect. Well if you do battle against pure dragons then it will make me seeps out 17 in the Ardilow Dragon, these Dragon levels 20 and 2 5 3 gold stars are 2 and they are amazing. A level 25 against Ardilow shot a Level 35 Elements Dragon 1.
Against pure and legendary dragons they hit 10k per and get about 8k and have 20k health. So they shoot tank 3 bullets and 2 or 3 even the hardest dragon. If you go first you can take a level 30 high planet dragon. Honestly he is the best metal dragon in my opinion. He has the elements dragon with my 2nd Fuha
Dragon. He has a big snob, very strong 3 gold stars when training hard and very hotpoants. Only weakness is metal but it is also strong against metal dragons, so if you get the first hit you will be fine. My favorite Dragon Ardilow is it's just the one I kept from Bagganananing when I started as a powerful Dragon City
master. This dragon is my best friend in the city. I've had Ardilow since 20lv. It's very well-built opponents. And mine is 3 gold. It was great at first because it's first and the teera in the metal and what you need. But now I have a better dragon than him because he's not very good. 18 High Fanreer Dragon is another
advantage that is that the legacy is that on the fanrere that it is a much more based loss than the fanrere's attacks. Takes no skills to kill the legacy, you just use the legendary magic until the enemies are dead. The only weakness of the legendary is other legalised and it is also the greatest force because it can cout them
back. When it comes down to simple base damage and power, the legacy, crystal, and a couple are just as powerful and dangerous as other ligadarias. Extremely powerful but still not that difficult to beat with legendary dragons like the legacy. One of the biggest factors is the dragon's star level and the most you run will
not be a lot. The fanreer is also very difficult but really much more if the legacy is much better than the Dragon. High-fanreer is the 2nd most over-overcome dragon in the game! 2nd being the most powerful brave dragon, the nuclear dragon is deprived (the nuclear dragon is from a pure, and it cannot be couted), it is just
a brave with too much health. Just getting this dragon I'm going to blow my head with the nuclear dragon! It should definitely make it into the top three. By comparing dragons to its level, and the same status, it has more health. Sometimes, it can take three dragons. Although it is weak for fire and metal, it can get
significant hit on the primary flame element dragon 19 Kaiju Dragon Kaijo is the best. He could have a lot of dmg-sad, and hit a level 20 legendary in my double gold star Kaijo 2 hit. It's very hp to start with. And when it's a 15-level Triple Gold star, it's already at a Wabang 10,000 hp. I'm in the 20-triple Gold Star level and
this is my best dragon 17k hp and when you hit serious with the bhor + 20k do more than the damage I want this dragon, kratus I've already got and the Titan Dragon Super Dragon! The very good dragon he has in the level 25 super every attack is very strong I have his health like this dragon 25000 awesome he could
beat every Dragon 20 Millennium Dragon it can be very important 8 different types, so most of the time could hit very important. It can be trained with strong warfare and metal element attacks, and other strong tairra and sea element attacks. In addition, the strongest war attack is the strongest element al-Maniattack. It's
actually the best element to attack after the legendary element, but the legendary can only be a legendary hit, and war can hit the very important sea and the tairra. The game of the Coverage of the Malayanium Dragon is very close to being the best possible and its coverage is really the best in the game. If it was not
enough, it is a Category 5 dragon that packs a serious cartoon with astronomical hit. This Dragon really deserves to be more on the list. I think it's available for everyone in the best 4-allant dragons and some perspectives of the game. I respect feedback but I think those who prefer a football dragon or a football dragon
are just saying they are in the early stages, the game od. This dragon is best in my opinion. It must be on top of the list that likes this Dragon and all four elements of its health 21 dragon fate of one of the rare dragons with elements of a legendary and ancient world. 22 Pirate Dragon is not the best for my opinion but it
can still kill a lot of other dragon daburses! It may be wrong for all your others but for me the gold or double-tera dragon will be the best! I'm on level 96 in Dragon City and there's a double-tera on the surface 9 is in the smallest dragon and it's a big cook of many of the kazakhdragon dabur! But still go the pirate dragon!
The pirate dragon is a terrible dragon because it's a great dragon with great health and terrible attacks at the training center though it's low gold production I put it on my fighting team when I made it level 1 too much when I took it from shuffle! I have a sea bandit dragon which is level 12 and it's great for a level 24 I love
this dragon. He walks very well on low level 23 Earth Dragon Like you a expired pap great dragon 24 stick dragon stick best dragon It's a normal dragon but it's still hard, actually my swaying dragon is still 3 stars! He is the best . They may be normal but they are still harder and tank a ton more powerful than the sneak
yaxax and Ardelalo My Chipdragon is very powerful actually the 25-image Dragon Mirrior Dragon and other legendary dragons all have the same power except what we have more powerful than the legendary one which has more power than the legendary. But for other limited time signs and nabaro or crystal I don't
know but most all old 3-way-of-the-way movements. People should even have to be in the top of all the kind of the top of the list why the element in the top spot is also somewhat boring. The last person to comment is a stupid speaking godbrush, I'm level 24 and hit by with the ion dragon beat and 10 k plus on the
Syburgu Dragon. Be good. The imbibe dragon is very powerful. Boriaalis does 2100 damage in an attack. I have it at level 18, and it's usually beating two dragons. This is the the-engine-the-dragon, and it allows the 25-engine-engine-level to damage 11000. I have 3 of them in my team and I win in every battle. War.
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